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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Nature of the Case
Shane Lee Dobbs appeals from his judgment of conviction for felony DUI with a
persistent violator enhancement He asserts that district court erred by overruling his
objection during the State's rebuttal closing argument because the prosecutor
committed misconduct by misstating the facts in evidence.

Statement of the Facts and Course of Proceedings
The statement of the facts and course of proceedings were previously articulated
in Mr. Dobbs's Appellant's Brief They need not be repeated in this Reply Brief, but are
incorporated herein by reference thereto.
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ISSUE
Did the district court err by overruling Mr. Dobbs' objection during rebuttal argument
because the prosecutor committed misconduct by misstating the evidence?
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ARGUMENT
The District Court Erred By Overruling Mr. Dobbs' Objection During the State's Rebuttal
Argument Because The Prosecutor Committed Misconduct By Misstating The Evidence

A.

Introduction
Mr. Dobbs asserts that the prosecutor committed misconduct by asserting, during

rebuttal closing arguments, that it was known for a certainty that his blood alcohol
content was dropping at the time he took the breath test. The district court, therefore
erred by overruling his objection.

8.

The District Court Erred By Overruling Mr. Dobbs' Objection During the State's
Rebuttal Argument Because The Prosecutor Committed Misconduct By
Misstating The Evidence
In its response, the State asserts that Mr. Dobbs has not cited to any testimony in

support of the conclusion that there is no evidence that Mr. Dobbs could still have been
absorbing alcohol at the time of the test. (Respondent's Brief, pp.9-10.) The State is
incorrect. As Mr. Dobbs noted in the initial brief, Mr. Johnson did testify that, assuming
that a person was not consuming any alcohol after they were stopped, their body would
be eliminating alcohol the entire time and their "true alcohol concentration would be
higher than it was at the time of the test sometime later." (Tr., p.163, Ls.2-11.) The
State asserts that Mr. Dobbs has not cited to any evidence that Mr. Johnson later
clarified this statement. However, this later testimony is cited in the Appellant's Brief.
(See Appellant's Brief, pp.2-5.)
This later testimony is the following: The State specifically asked Mr. Johnson
what someone's blood alcohol concentration would likely have been prior to taking the
test if that person had absorbed all the alcohol in their body and the court sustained
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Mr. Dobbs' objection because it called for speculation.

(Tr., p.166, Ls.14-16.)

Mr. Johnson testified how the "average person" absorbs alcohol, and then testified that
absorption rates differ depending on the amount of food consumed. (Tr., p.176, L.10 p.179, L.23.)
On cross examination, Mr. Johnson testified that he had no information regarding
Mr. Dobbs' elimination rate and that absorption was dependent on a number of different
factors. (Tr., p.181, L.21 - p.182, L.4.) When asked, "the only certainty or the virtual
certainty is that at the time that my client was driving, his alcohol concentration was
different than it was when he took the breath test, correct?," he responded, "that's
correct."

(Tr., p.192, Ls.15-20)(emphasis added).

Mr. Johnson did not testify that

Mr. Dobbs' blood alcohol level was higher at the time of the test; he testified that it was
"different."
Mr. Johnson specifically testified that, for an average person, it would be
approximately 30 to 45 minutes for full alcohol absorption to take place. (Tr., p.176,
L.10 - p.177, L.19.) The breath test was conducted approximately 50 minutes after the
stop. (Tr., p.112, Ls.10-14.) Mr. Dobb's defense was that, due to the fact that he had
just consumed alcohol, it was possible that he had not reached full absorption
Moreover, the State appears to acknowledge that there is evidence that
Mr. Dobbs' blood alcohol content could have been higher at the time he was driving.
The State asserts,

"the evidence that Dobbs' BAC was higher at the time he was

driving than when he was tested was strong . . . [t]he only potentially contradictory
testimony was Dobbs' claim that he lied to the officer about when and what he drank ... "
(Respondent's Brief, p.12.)

This is Mr. Dobbs' entire point - if, as he testified,
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ML Dobbs had just consumed alcohol, he could still have been absorbing it at the time
of the test It would not be true that, "all that alcohol was absorbed by that point," as the
prosecutor asserted.

(Tr., p.242, Ls.12-22.) If the jury believed Mr. Dobbs, there is

evidence that he would still be absorbing alcohol; it was, therefore, not a known fact that
regardless of when Mr. Dobbs drank, he would have finished absorbing alcohol.
Further, Deputy Maund acknowledged that it was impossible to know exactly
what Mr. Dobbs' blood alcohol content was at the time he was driving due to alcohol
absorption and dissipation, and that it was possible that Mr. Dobbs' blood alcohol
content was either higher or lower at the time he was driving
20)(emphasis added).

(Tr., p.114, Ls.9-

Therefore, it was not a known fact that "all that alcohol was

absorbed by that point. His blood alcohol was dropping." (Tr., p.242, Ls.12-22.) It was
up the jury to decide this fact.

Therefore, the prosecutor misstated the evidence by

asserting that Mr. Dobbs had finished absorbing alcohol at the time of the test.
Finally, the error is not harmless. The State asserts that, because Mr. Dobbs
was charged with DUI under two theories, 1) driving under the influence; and/or 2) BAG
of .08 or more, the jury could find him guilty of either theory. (Respondent's Brief, p.12.)
However, regarding the first theory, the State has cited to no evidence in the record to
support the non-BAG theory of guilt.

(Respondent's Brief, p.12.) With regard to the

BAC theory, the State acknowledges that, "the evidence that Dobbs' BAG was higher at
the time he was driving than when he was tested was strong," but that there was,
"potentially contradictory testimony" from Mr. Dobbs. (Respondent's Brief, p.12.) As
Mr. Dobbs' theory of defense was that he could still have been absorbing alcohol at the
time of the test, the error is not harmless.
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CONCLUSION
Mr. Dobbs requests that his conviction be vacated and his case remanded for
further proceedings.

DATED this 3 rd day of April, 2013.

JUSTIN
Deputy
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rul. CURTIS

s\~~ Appellate Public Defender
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